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Emerging tech widening cyber
skills gap. Can women help
close it?
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With emerging technologies comes greater

‘smart cities’ or building more resilient manufacturing

risks. Organisations who embrace these technologies

whole pack of organisations eager to follow their lead.

connectivity. Bringing tremendous benefits, but also
need to broaden the scope of their cyber security

environments. Behind the front runners we serve is a

efforts. Spend more and hire more. But given the

Risks also an opportunity

going to populate this new cyber army? It’s time to

set of risks. Cyber security risks, in particular. Organisati-

soaring headcount requirement in this area, who are

The connectivity of these new technologies brings a new

look beyond the traditional talent pool. To women,

ons that properly address these risks have a head start

for instance. A heavily underrepresented group with
vast untapped potential.

New and emerging technologies are a mixed bag,

sometimes bundled together in the so-called Internet of

Things. The term covers connected products, cloud, 5G,

but also the latest operational technology. These technologies hold tremendous promise to improve the world

around us. Through digitalisation, more automation and
better data insights, processes can be improved, quality

over the competition. To ignore these risks, however, is to
gamble with the organisation’s capital and the trust of its
stakeholders. Indeed with its very licence to operate.

More broadly, a serious incident can undermine public

trust and set back technological developments by years.
Especially without adequate attention to cybersecurity,
the question is not if such an incident will happen, but

when. Too many organisations have already learned the
hard way that it pays to be prepared.

increased, cost efficiency gained, and much more.

To avoid a false start and above all get that head start

opportunities, are scrambling to hop aboard this train.

account as soon as they introduce new connectivity. This

Private and public sector organisations, dazzled by the
Telecom providers, for example, are developing all kinds

of new products and services based on 5G. Manufacturers
have developed a wide range of internet-connected
products or enriched their existing machines with
connectivity.

At Deloitte we help organisations look into ways to speed
up digitalisation and benefit from these emerging

technologies. My daily work revolves around a very wide
range of projects, from those focusing on building secure
‘smart’ devices to designing a secure infrastructure for

over competitors, organisation must take cyber risks into
means their cyber security specialists must always be

informed – which is sometimes forgotten by the non-IT
staff who work with these emerging technologies. The

cyber team must identify and take responsibility for each
and every additional connected product, service or

machine in the organisation. Preferably in the design

phase, when security can be built into them. Time is an

issue, however. Building a secure and resilient IT and OT

infrastructure where every single entry point is protected
is a task that may take several years. A task, moreover,
that is never really finished.

“In 2019 women held 20% of positions
in cybersecurity.”
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“The connectivity of these new technologies
brings a new set of risks.”

Have a recovery plan
While the IT infrastructure is being upgraded, and even
afterwards, the organisation’s defence against cyber

crime will not be watertight. The first priority, therefore,
is to draft a recovery plan that can be rolled out in the

emerging technologies give them headaches. Emerging

technologies put an extra burden these teams, which are
already stretched. Cyber security staffing is a structural
problem worldwide.

event of a cyber security breach, to ensure the organisati-

In the face of increasing connectivity, the whole cyber

cyber security team must view the entire IT and OT

sweeping global study by (ICS)2 in 2019 revealed that

on is up and running again in a minimum of time. The

infrastructure with all its interdependencies, assess which
risks are highest and

security workforce is underskilled and undersized. A

this workforce needs to grow by 145% to meet demand.

What I see at many of

give them priority. For
one of our industrial

“10% of Chief Information Security Officers

the industrial clients I

clients with over 200

factories, for example,

indicate that emerging technologies

mechanical engineers

train connection

give them headaches.”

it turned out that the
between sites, which

work with is that the
responsible for a

factory’s operational
technology are

overwhelmingly males

seemed of little criticality, was in fact the greatest

in their fifties and sixties, with digital skills learned

closure of all the factories involved.

tools and the related cyber security issues can be a

vulnerability: a breakdown of train transport would force

Close the cyber skills gap
Traditionally, emerging technologies have not been part

of cyber security strategies, so the responsible teams view

relatively late in life. The addition of connectivity to their
challenge for them. Meanwhile, there is not enough

young talent feeding into the succession pipeline for
these jobs.

them as complicating factors. In Deloitte’s recent survey

Tomorrow’s cyber workforce

10% of Chief Information Security Officers indicated that

army? Ideally, they will people with knowledge of both

Cyber security in the Netherlands: a responsibility we share,
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So who is going to populate this future cyber security
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cyber security and the industry they work in. There is no

Unlock opportunities

unique skill set by working on the cutting edge of

challenging, but with so much (female) talent to tap into,

degree course that delivers such people: they gain their

multiple disciplines. Consequently, recruitment strategies
should attract talents already working on either side of

this cutting edge. Indeed, the Internet of Things can be a
door for new types of minds to migrate into the cyber

security space. Product designers, for example – given

that security needs to be integrated in the design phase.
Or medical staff who are looking for ways to improve

patient care and come into contact with IoT products.

In conclusion, populating that cyber security army is

we can certainly fill the ranks. It’s just a matter of putting
more effort into ‘out of the box’ recruitment and retenti-

on. Once organisations have their cyber security in place,
they have the key to unlock the many opportunities that
emerging technologies offer them to upgrade their

products, services and processes. Boosting their own

success, and ultimately making life better for all of us.

Employers will therefore need to cast their nets way

beyond the traditional talent pool. In places where there

is a lot of untapped potential. In industries dominated by
different minds. In groups who are now underrepresented in the cyber workforce. One such group is women.

Cybercrime Magazine reports that in 2019 women held
20% of positions in cybersecurity, and expectations are
this will rise to 25% this year.
Experience matters less
Besides looking in other places, there is another thing

recruiters need to do: let go of their focus on experience.
When information technology first took off five decades
ago, there were no people with a degree in IT. The first

generation of IT staff came from other fields and, as they
learned on the job, shaped the beginnings of the IT

landscape we have today. The situation around cyber
security is no different. The skills around emerging

In short:
• Organisations who embrace emerging technologies need
to broaden the scope of their cyber security efforts and
spend and hire more
• It is time to look beyond the traditional talent pool. To
women, for instance. A heavily underrepresented group
with vast untapped potential in the cyber security industry.
• Populating a cyber security army is challenging, but with so
much (female) talent to tap into, the ranks can be filled. It’s
just a matter of putting more effort into ‘out of the box’
recruitment and retention.
• Once organisations have their cyber security in place, they
have the key to unlock the many opportunities that
emerging technologies offer them to upgrade their
products, services and processes. Boosting their own
success, and ultimately making life better for all of us.

technologies are emerging too. In this context, experience
matters less than we think. People with the right talent
but lacking experience are just as likely to build these

skills as people already working in the field. I started out
myself as a student of business, migrating through my
career into SAP and then into the broader security
domain.

Gender balance
The gender balance at Deloitte Cyber is currently about the
same as the global average, but at entry level it is closer to
50/50, with sometimes a majority of women even. The

senior hires come from jobs in processing, design, or from
strategy roles. Once we recruit them, though, we invest

further in retention. They have left their comfort zone to
retrain in a new field where they may not immediately

have women colleagues. That’s why Deloitte has set up a
global Women in Cyber community, which I actively

coordinate at European level. It offers them a networking

and support platform where they can share knowledge and
accomplishments and solve challenges together.
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